
HF contest on 80 meters 

"YU7ØHFG JUBILEJ" 
(YU70HFG JUBILEE) 

 

Radio Club "Nikola Tesla" YU1HFG from Leskovac on the occasion of celebrating the 70th anniversary of its 

founding, and thus its existence, organizes HF contest on 80 meters according to the following rules: 

 

1.  Organizer: 

Radio Club "Nikola Tesla"  YU1HFG 

2.  Participants: 

All licensed amateur radio stations have the right to participate. 

3.  Date: 

17.07.2020 (third Friday in July) 

4.  Time: 

from 17:00 to 17:59 UTC 

5.  Frequencies: 

3510kHz - 3560kHz CW 

3700 kHz - 3775 kHz SSB 

6.  Periods: 

17:00 - 17:29 UTC CW 

17:30 - 17:59 UTC SSB 

7.  Power: 

Transmitter power according to radio license. 

8.  Categories: 

8.1 MIX 

8.2 CW 

8.3 SSB 

8.4 NON YU 

9. Exchange: 

RS (T), the serial number starting from 001 and increasing by 1 for each next QSO, and 

continuing in the following period (599 001; 59 001).  

Members of the Radio Club YU1HFG : RS (T) and the mark LE (599 LE, 59 LE). 

10. Scoring: 

Contact with the organizer's jubilee station YU7ØHFG: CW - 16 points, SSB - 8 points; 

Contact with YU1HFG club member station (only stations from the list below these rules): CW  

10 - points, SSB - 5 points; 

Contact with other stations: CW - 2 points, SSB - 1 point; 

Contact with incorrectly transmitted or received data will not be recognized; 

Points with a station that does not appear in at least 3 (three) logs per period will not be 

recognized. The same station is allowed to operate once per period, otherwise will be counted as 

DUPE. Points for a QSO’s where the working time differs for more than 3 minutes will not be 

counted. 

11. Final sum: 

The total number of points is the sum of points from both periods (MIX & NON YU) or points 

from 1st or 2nd period. 

If two or more competitors have the same number of points, the competitor with fewer incorrect                                    

QSO’s and then with a larger number of correct QSO’s will have the advantage. 

12. Sending a log: 

The log, exclusively in Cabrillo format, must be sent via web service (robot) at the address 

http://radiosport.yu1srs.org.rs/HF/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=107&Itemid

=187&lang=en no later than 3 days after the end of the competition, ie until Monday at 21:59 

UTC. Exclusively and only due to possible technical problems caused by irregular operation of 

the server, the log can be sent to the e-mail address radiokluble@gmail.com  Receipt of the log 

sent via the server will be confirmed immediately to the e-mail address given when sending the 

log. Logs received after this deadline will be used exclusively as checklog, and logs that arrive 

after the publication of the claimed results or after the public publication of the received logs will 

not be accepted for control either. The log must contain all received and transmitted data, and the 

valid time is UTC. When sending the log via e-mail, be sure to put callsign used in contest and 

category in the SUBJECT line (examples: YU5T MIX; YU1ML CW). 



  

 

13. Results: 

The claimed scores will be published no later than 5 days after the log sending deadline, and the 

unofficial scores no later than 12 days from the day of the contest. Any complaints about 

unofficial results can be submitted within 3 days after the publication of unofficial scores, to the 

e-mail address radiokluble@gmail.com  

The official scores will be published after resolving of possible appeals, ie the expiration of the 

deadline for appeals if there are no appeals. 

14. Placement and awards: 

First place winners in all categories will be awarded prizes. Other participants will receive a 

diploma in PDF format with a placement stand. Stations that send a log as checklog will receive a 

diploma in PDF format for participation in the contest. 

The stations of the contest organizers will not be ranked (LE stations). The prizes are provided by 

the Radio Club alone or with the help of sponsors. The awards will be delivered to the winners 

via post office service or at one of the events organized by the Amateur Radio Union of Serbia.  

Those interested in sponsoring prizes in one of the categories can contact the organizer of the 

contest. 

15. Disqualification: 

Stations that violate the rules of this competition will be disqualified (if selectively make QSO’s 

with only certain stations, intentionally interfere others to work, work outside the allowed 

frequencies, work outside the allowed time and everything else not mentioned in accordance to 

HAM SPIRIT and competitive fair play. The committee makes a decision which stations violated 

the rules, ie a decision on disqualification. 

16. Other: 

The competitor who submits the log accepts these rules in full, that the log is available to the 

public, the decision of the Committee as well as the interpretation for which the Contest 

Committee is responsible. 

Software: for contest it is recommended to use DXLog, N1MM + or TR4W for which a plugin 

files have been created or any of the software that allows the export of the contest log in 

"cabrillo" format. Profiles for TR4W, N1MM + and DXLog have been prepared for the 

participants and can be downloaded from the webpage: 

http://radiosport.yu1srs.org.rs/HF/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=115&Itemid

=191&lang=en   

QSO’s with stations from Leskovac are also valid for the diploma "Leskovac". 

 

 

List of stations that give the LE mark as exchange: 

 

YT0I, YT1ML, YT1PL, YT1WS, YT2AAY, YT2KID, YT5L, YU1AS, YU1HFG, YU1JA, YU1ML, YU1NIM, 

YU1NNB, YU1PIN, YU1RDD, YU1SDM, YU1SDS, YU1SMD, YU1SNS, YU1STZ, YU1XDL, YU1ZIP, 

YU1ZZZ, YU2FBJ, YU2HPP, YU2KOK, YU3EMA, YU3LAX, YU4DUN, YU4IKA, YU4MLL, YU4NSL, 

YU4UWU, YU4VOX, YU4ZEK, YU5C, YU5DMR, YU5DZA, YU5EQP, YU5JAN, YU5LE, YU5MOM, 

YU5T, YU6YL, YU70HFG, YU9RVA 

 

 

Contest committee: 

Grujica Zejak, YU5C 

Zoran Dimitrjević, YU5T 

Zoran Ilić, YT0I 

 

Contest manager: 

Zvonko Colja, YT1WA 


